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EDITORIAL
What one might call the "outings season" of the Fund's year began propi-

tiously with a visit to Farnley Hall. This must surely have been one of the most
successful trips ever made. So well did Major and Mrs. Horton-Fawkes deal
with the positive inundation of members which descended upon them that
everybody felt like a rather special guest of the family. Even the prospect of tea
at Otley did not mitigate the sadness of departure. The day afforded a double
privilege for not only could the superb Turner collection be seen in its original
setting, but there was complete freedom to wander or rest at will in a house
which has never been open to the public. Instead at one stage in the proceed-
ings almost the entire company seemed to feel the need to sit down and were
to be seen chatting comfortably in chairs and sofas. It is salutary, in these
days when so many great houses have fallen by the wayside, that one of the
most impressive things about Farnley should be the sense of continuous family
ownership, from the time when the first stone was laid until the present day,
which the house conveys. Of great interest to our historically minded generation
is the fact that Farnley is essentially a house that has been added to rather
than modernised during its long term of existence; the contrast between the
older and the later parts of the building with their totally different standards
of beauty and comfort is clear for all to see. Members owe a very happy —and
instructive —afternoon to the Horton-Fawkes family.

It is hoped that the Calendar will from now onwards include a more regular
contribution from outside experts on their special subjects. The first of this
new series of articles has been written by Mr. Maurice de Sausmarez, the
Head of the Department of Fine Art at the University. Unfortunately for Leeds,
Mr. de Sausmarez leaves the city at the end of the academic year to take up
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his appointment as Head of the Department of Fine Art in the Middlesex
County College of Art at Hornsey. We all wish him every good fortune in his
new post and hope that he will not easily forget the city in which he has done
so much good work for the arts. We refuse to accept his article as a swan-song
for we hope he will be persuaded to write more for us in the future. In this
issue he has chosen as his subject Georges Seurat, mainly because of his great
interest in this painter, but also because 1959 happens to be the anniversary
year of his birth. Mr. de Sausmarez will expand his views in two illustrated
lectures which he is to give in the City Art Gallery, Leeds. The first, which
he calls "The Paradox of Nineteenth Century Realism"—7.30 p.m. on
Monday, May 25th—will deal with the background of events and opinions
into which, from an art historical point of view, Seurat fits. The painter him-
self will be discussed a week later, on June 1st, at the same time.

One of the main purposes of the annual Acquisitions Exhibition held at
Temple Newsam House is to give the public, and for that matter the staff too,
a bird's eye view, as it were, of what the city has acquired by gift, bequest, and
purchase during the previous twelve months. The most important purchase in
this year's show was the silver porringer and stand of 1661.This is a sumptuous
piece of the highest quality which conveys a vivid impression of the taste of
the Restoration period. Although it was almost certainly made primarily for
show—as garniture for a table or sideboard it is soundly constructed and has
withstood the battering of the years remarkably well. So well in fact that one
rather suspects that it has spent much of its life carefully stowed away as an
heirloom. This piece, like others of its time, is made of thin silver strengthened
by the elaborate repousse decoration of flowers and animals inspired very
largely by the famous Dutch silversmiths of the 17th century. A lot has been
made of comparatively little material.
There seems to be a great deal of interest in silver in this part of the country

and there are a number of fine collections, both ancestral and recently made, in
Yorkshire. Owners have been very co-operative and it is hoped that an exhibition
of domestic silver to be held at Temple Newsam during August will stimulate
even more interest in one of the most fascinating aspects of British Art.
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Georges Seurat

By Maurice de Sausmarez, M.A., A.R.G.A.

This year marks the centenary of the birth of Georges Seurat, the only
major figure of the end of the nineteenth century who has suffered serious
neglect by critics, galleries and public alike. Less than a dozen monographs
have appeared since his death in 1891 and most of these are lamentably
inadequate. Only during the brief period of Cubism's ascendancy was Seurat's
genius truly appreciated. Not merely is this neglect due to the fact that he
represents the antithesis of all the assumptions on which most of the practice
of today's painters is based, but his reputation was damaged almost from the
start by the host of "followers" who at his early death seized upon the least
important aspect of his work, the purely manipulative, and reduced it to
banality. No method can transform mediocrity and Seurat remains the one
and only genius of neo-impressionism. But even this statement is misleading
since Seurat was closer to the Renaissance than to the Impressionists and in
spite of his fanatical attention to the nineteenth century theory of colour as
expounded by Chevreul and Charles Blanc he remains true to the tradition
of della Francesca, Raphael, Poussin and Ingres. He once defined painting
as "the art of hollowing a surface", an essentially Renaissance conception, and
like the true Renaissance artist Seurat followed this up by emphasizing his
conviction of the absolute need to base his theories on scientific truths. Again,
like the true Renaissance artist, the sciences he principally consulted were
mathematics and optics. Ambiguity he always shunned; his work and talent
expressed themselves with impeccable logic and precision, and it was Seurat's
uncompromising determination to develop his works on a scientific aesthetic
that provoked and still provokes the hostility of critics. But it is precisely the
detached objectivity of his pictorial geometry that brings into being, as it
does with della Francesca, the unearthly and transcendent stillness, the poetic
monumentality of his great works.

As so often happens in painting the critics and the public seized on the
material factor of manipulative technique and lost sight of the deeper content
of the work. Paul Signac, the most loyal and gifted of Seurat's colleagues, has
said that "the spot is merely a stroke, a method, which like all methods, is

of no importance." It is easy to understand why these painters have invariably
repudiated the word 'pointillist's a label almost as disagreeable to them as
the still more insulting 'confettist'.
If paint is to be applied to a surface the painter is forced to use that method

which suits best his purpose and in the case of the 'chromo-luminists'o use the
word adopted by Seurat the spot offered maximum opportunities of control
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of colour division and of balance and proportion. It made a show of bravura
impossible and allowed for that self-effacement of the painter in the interest
of a greater concentration on the created work which is one of the first principles
of classi.cism.

Even this technique of divisionism has been widely misunderstood. The
errors range from the naive assumption that only three colours, red, yellow
and blue, together with white, were used, to the idea that all prismatic effects
were 'broken down'o the basic components and applied in separate dots.
An examination of a Seurat reveals that the guiding principles were

'purity'nd

'vibrancy'. A retinal fusion of blue and yellow dots does not produce a
vibrant green in the same way that red and yellow dots produce a vibrant
orange; it produces a dusty grey. In consequence we find Seurat achieving his
green vibrancy by the association of warmer and cooler greens.
In addition, Seurat gave particular attention to the choice of a touch

proportional to the size of the picture and, set beside his followers, in this he is
exemplary. Where they are often heavy, laboured and banal, he is sensitive
and delicate without weakness.
None of the hostility of the critics deflected him from his purpose. He never

attempted to reply except by painting yet another picture, or, as he would
have it, another experiment, since we know on the evidence of his friend
Verhaeren that he only considered his works truly significant in so far as they
proved a law or concept, only in so far as they f'urthered the identification of
science and art. He worked prodigiously hard and prodigiously long hours
to produce the seven large paintings and some forty smaller paintings which
together with the preparatory sketches and drawings make up his entire
legacy. He died at the early age of thirty-two and the major part of this output
was packed into the last nine years. Measured against Van Gogh's frenzied
outpouring in a working life of approximately the same length we can appre-
ciate Seurat's patient and scrupulous approach. His masterpiece La Grande
3atte took nearly two years to construct with some f'orty preparatory oil
sketches and some twenty-five drawings, and this is characteristic of each of
the other major works.
Far too much attention has been paid to the technicalities of 'pointillism'r

'divisionism'n relation to Seurat and not enough to the aesthetic as a
whole on which his work is based. In consequence his foreshadowing of Kand-
insky, in his belief in a relation between the laws of optics and the laws of
musical harmony, and his anticipation of Mondrian, in his compositional
theory, have gone unnoticed. The link with Mondrian is too remarkable to
be merely coincidental and would seem to be direct through the intermediary
of Jan Toorop, who was a faithful follower of Seurat and a close friend and
formative influence on Mondrian.
What Seurat attempted was a new classical Renaissance. The prevailing

tendency was, however, in the direction of the rising Symbolists and Seurat's
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3 UNE HAIGNADE ASNIERES (1883-4) GEORGES SEURAT
Oil on canvas, 71)"x 144si"

REPRODUCED BY COURTESY OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE TATE GALLERY, I.ONDON

lack of interest in subject matter was an obstacle to the avant-garde of his day,
as it remains an obstacle to the general public of today.
Before his death Seurat witnessed the gradual disintegration of the group

that had so enthusiastically adopted systematic divisionism. The method had
proved itself to be only of value to those whose temperament and creative
talents made it consistent and flexibly expressive. Seurat continued to work
unperturbed and seems deliberately to have made each of his large pictures
an essay in a particular aspect of pictorial composition; groups of people out
of doors in sunlight (La Grande patte), built on vertical struts and arcs; people
under artificial light (La Parade) built on rectangulation; nudes in an interior
(Les Poseuses), freer curvilinear organisation; movement of figures in artificial
light (Le Chahut), diagonal emphases; and an attempted synthesis of all these
compositional ideas in the final unfinished picture (Le Cirque).
One side of his work which deserves to be better known is his draughtsman-

ship. It is characteristic that he should have chosen a medium (black conth)
that allows of no correction, that enforces unequivocal statement. Contour
lines are never stated, never limiting, but implied by the subtle tonal grada-
tions of masses working always from the centre of density outwards to the
periphery creating roundness and volume.
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4 LANDSCAPE WITH FARM BUILDINGS GEOROES SEURAT

5 L'HOSPICE ET LE PHARE, D'HONFLEUR (1886) GEORGES SEURAT
Oil on canvas, 25+e"X 32"

%os. 4 and 5 are reproduced by kind permission of Sir Chester Beatty,
to vvhom the copyright is reserved.



6 LA POUDREUSE (1890) GEORGES SEURAT
OI1 on camas, 37$"x 31TI"

REPRODUCED BY THE COURTESY OF THE COURTAULD INSTITUTE GALLERY) LONDON W. I

But the full significance of these studies is only revealed by comparison
with the paintings for which they were made. Indeed Seurat's whole output
is a complete demonstration of the workings of the rarest artistic intelligence
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7 LA ROUTE PO!VTOISE 118961
Oil on canvas, 13"x 18FI"

PI'RCHASED FROM THE CORPORATION FUND) 1948

PAUL SIONAC

and sensibility. Seurat's drawings are amongst the most individual and subtle
examples of graphic art produced in the nineteenth century and it is to be
hoped that, in the event of a commemorative show of his paintings proving
impossible, an exhibition of his drawings may be held in England in this
centenary year.
The Leeds City Art Gallery possesses one modest but good example of neo-

impressionism, I.a Route Pontot'se, by Paul Signac (1863 1935). Inscribed
'Op. 130 R. Pontoise', signed and dated '96. Oil on canvas, 13"x 182t". The
principles of divisionism and flexibility in the technique can be well studied.
The small spot is used only in areas where the original texture (grass, trees,
gravel path) is complex and diversified, in other areas (the railroad, the sky)
much broader brush strokes are used, and in the fencing and tree trunks
long stripes of paint appear. The design hinges on the vertical features and
intervals between them, the relation between the red house front and the
circular red signal and the play of pale blue on pink, and yellow ochre on
green. Space is created by colour value, and the golden sunlight and deep
violet tree trunks create a superb sonority. But placed beside a Seurat even this
painting would appear gauche and clumsy.
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8 Temple Xemsam
in Summer

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS,
OCTOBER to APRIL, 11.30a.m. to 6.15p.m. or dusk.
MAY to SEPTEMBER, 10.30a.m. to 6.15p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

July 31 to
September 6 DOMESTIC SILVER FROM YORKSHIRE HOUSES

September GOTHIC ART
A Victoria and Albert Museum circulating exhibition designed to
give a comprehensive survey of Gothic art in England, France
Italy, Spain and Germany.

LONG GALLERY CONCERTS
May 23 Pasquier Trio
June 27 Aeolian String Quartet
July 25 Peyer Trio
August 22 Norma Proctor icontraltoi

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY, 10.30a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
SUNDAY 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

TWO LECTURES BY MAURICE DE SAUSMAREZ, M.A., A.R.c.A.
May 25 7.30 p.m. "The Paradox of Nineteenth Century Realism"
June I 7.30 p.m. "Georges Seurat"

June 10 to
June 30 ABRAHAM LINCOLN

An exhibition to mark the 150th anniversary of the birth of
Abraham Lincoln organized by the United States Information
Service of the American Embassy.
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SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES

Arts Council Exhibitions

Sculpture in the Home Huddersfield June 6 to June 27

Art Exhibitions Bureau

Society of Aviation Artists 1958

Narrative Paintings III
Old Masters from the National Loan Collection Trust (Dutch Festival)

Royal Academy Selection

Rotherham

Doncaster

Scarborough

Hull

to June 14

May 30 to June 28

June 13 to June 26

June 27 to July 25

Victoria and Albert Museum

French Impressionist Prints

Chinese Pottery

Eight Drawings by Charles Keene

Bradford June I to June 2 I

Huddersfield June 6 to July 13

Leeds University May to August
(Parkinson Building)

Other Exhibitions

Painting and Drawings by the late Harry E. Allen
Halifax Art Society

Scarborough Art Society

Hull Art Club

Batley and Dewsbury Schools of Art

Embroiderers'uild, Yorkshire Branch

Lancashire Group of Artists
Huddersfield School of Art

18th and Early 19th Century Pottery

Rotherham Society of Artists
Paintings and Manuscripts by Isaac Rosenberg

Batley

Halifax

Scarborough

Hull

Batley

Harrogate

Keighley

Huddersfield

Wakefield

Rotherham

Leeds University
(Parkinson Court)

to May 30

to June 7

to June 10

to June 20

June 6 to June 27

June 6 to June 28

June 6 to July 5

June 13 to June 27

June 13 to July 12

from June 20

to June 20
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WILLIAM LODGE
(1649—89)

9 STUDY OF A MAN
Pencil Drawing

Inscribed by Ralph Thoresby and William Boyne
REPRODUCED BY COURTESY OF THE CITY LIBRARIAN OF LEEDS



The Lesser Company

In studying the history of art in the north one occasionally comes across
painters whose life and work are inadequately recorded. It is the purpose of
this article to gather together the material for assessing several such artists,
including the group known as the "Virtuosi of York". In addition there is the
anonymous painter "H" or "JH" who worked in the early seventeenth century,
James Parmentier (1658—1730) who provided a picture for I.eeds Parish
Church, Christopher Reynor "face-painter" of York, and Garret Morphey,
an Irish Catholic who was working in Yorkshire, 1686 88. Some slight consid-
eration will also be given to Henry Tilson (1659 95), the son of Henry Tilson
of Rochdale.
In 1950, 1951 and 1954, Miss Margaret Toynbee published articles'ealing

with "A Mystery Portrait Painter". The thesis is briefly this. At Bourne Park,
Canterbury, is a portrait of a boy and a girl, dated 1647 and signed "JH Pixit".
This picture stood as the only example of the monogrammist's work until it
was noticed that the portraits of Jane and Alice Strickland at Sizergh Castle,
Westmorland, were signed by "JH" in 1651. The history of art during the
period of the Civil War and Commonwealth is still rather obscure. We tend
to think only of the work of William Dobson (1610—46) called by John Aubrey
"the most excellent painter that England hath yet bred" and of'Robert Walker
who painted many portraits of Cromwell.2 Two further portraits by "JH"
then came to light, one of the three sons of Thomas Preston of Holker in the
collection of Viscount Cowdray (dated 1650) and at Lyme Hall, Cheshire, a
portrait of Thomas Legh, dated 1662. An equation of "JH" with John Hayls,
the little known contemporary of Sir Peter Lely, was suggested but abandoned
when the Legh portrait (1662) was compared with the certain portrait by
Hayls of Samuel Pepys (1664) in the National Portrait Gallery.
The northern activities of "JH" were further disclosed when Miss Toynbee

noticed a 1654 portrait signed by this artist at Stonyhurst College. It is of
Elizabeth Shireburn, a member of the family who owned Stonyhurst in the
seventeenth century. As both the Strickland and Shireburn families, and
conceivably the Prestons of Holker, were Catholics, there may well be a
Catholic origin for "JH". It has been suggested by Miss Toynbee that he may
be the painter "Hesketh" who assisted Dobson in Oxford during the Civil War.
Aubrey mentions him twice as "Mr. Hesketh, Mr. Dobsons man a Priest" and
"one Hesketh, a Heige-Priest who painted under Mr. Dobson". Indeed
Hesketh may well be responsible for some of the "considerable number of
portraits (which) survive from the 1640's which show a decided kinship to
Dobson but do not seem to be from his hand".'he Heskeths were a well-
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known Lancashire family and there was a Dom (Roger) Jerome Hesketh who
was sent on the English mission to Lancashire at this time. Indeed Dobson's
"painter-priest" may well have fled to the north after the fall of Royalist
Oxford in 1646, and "it is not without significance that the earliest work of'JH'hich has so far come to light is 1647" a year also after Dobson's death.
There the matter has rested since 1954, but I have recently noted that a

painter "Henry Hesket" is frequently mentioned in a schedule attached to
the will ofWilliam, 2nd Earl of Strafford (1626—95) ofWentworth Woodhouse
in Yorkshire. Professor Waterhouse has noted a painter "Heskett" working
at Naworth Castle in 1641. He may well be the same, or the father, of "Henry
Heskett", who in turn may be the monogrammist "H".
Strafford's will was made in 1695 and the schedule mentioning Henry

Heskett records him copying many portraits after Van Dyck and others. Miss
Toynbee is now checking these details and informs me that the monogram"JH" may be intended for a double "H" and that in any case "Henry Heskett"
needs to be further investigated, and his work traced.
The historian of Leeds, Ralph Thoresby, had many friends in York, among

whom he was pleased to number the artists James Parmentier and William
Lodge, the glass painter, Henry Gyles, Dr. Martin Lister, the naturalist,
Lodge's cousin, John Lambert, and Thomas Kirk who wrote a treatise on
limning. Almost all we know of this circle of "virtuosi" is gathered from
Vertue's notebooks, Thoresby's letters and some examples of the work of Lodge,
Place and Parmentier. Mr. Hugh Honour has written of the circle that whilst
"they were, in a way, a mutual admiration society, they also formed a mutual
assistance society". In fact when Henry Gyles was in great financial difficulty,
he wrote on his bill to Lord Fairfax "my Lord was so kind as never yet to take
notice of it" Parmentier visited him "and put twenty shillings into my hand"
which was apparently a gift from Thoresby. Gyles'ork may be seen readily
at Merchant Taylors'all, York, in the Fairfax Chapel at Denton in Wharfe-
dale, and in York Minster in the Arms of Archbishop Lamplugh —whose
monument by Grinling Gibbons is one of the glories of the Minster in the
South Aisle of the Choir. Mr. John A. Knowles has listed and illustrated
examples of his work.~
Dr. Lister was a Fellow of the Royal Society and physician to Queen Anne.

Both Francis Place and William Lodge provided him with engraved plates
of shells, beetles, spiders, birds and other natural history specimens for his
books and papers addressed to learned societies. Place's career has been
summarized and a catalogue of his engraved work compiled. He was born
in 1647 at Dinsdale in County Durham. He was sent to study in London
where he met the Bohemian etcher and draughtsman, Wenceslaus Hollar, and
he learned enough from him to form his own style. In 1678 he made an
extensive tour with William Lodge, and as they were suspected of being
Jesuits or at least Popish spies (the Titus Oates troubles were exercising people'
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minds at this time) they were thrown into a Welsh prison until friends from
Chester vouched for them. Place's view of Ghester in our collections probably
dates from this time.
Lodge was born in 1649, the son of a wealthy Leeds merchant. After a

Cambridge education he travelled abroad to Italy with Thomas, Lord Belasyse
(afterwards Viscount Fauconberg) who was sent on an embassy to Venice.
He visited Rome, Naples and Pozzuoli and returned through France. On his
return to England he drew a number of Yorkshire houses including Nun
Appleton (where there is glass painted by Henry Gyles) and Bishopthorne
Palace. One of his drawings in the style of Michelangelo is reproduced here
from those in Leeds Reference Library, which also possesses his prospect of
Leeds. Examples of his work are also preserved in the Evelyn Collection at
York Art Gallery and in the British Museum. Many of these works were at
one time in Thoresby's collection and the drawing shown here is inscribed
by Thoresby "Drawings of that Ingenious Young gentleman Mr. William
Lodge of Leedes, the foreign prospects were given me by Dr. Watkinson the
chancellor of York, others were bought of Mr. H. Gyles's Executors". The
drawings were purchased by William Boyne at Colnaghi's in April 1866.
Lodge translated Barri's Vaiggio Pittoresco into English and added several
engraved portraits to it and a copy of this rare book is in Leeds Reference
Library.
Some years before his death in 1689 Lodge had interested his friends by a

presentiment about his burial. He had a dream in which he saw himself brought
in a coffin to the house in which he slept. When he died in 1689 he stated in
his will that he wanted to be buried near his mother at Gisburn in Graven.
When the cortege passed the house in which he had experienced his disturbing
dream, the hearse broke and the coffin had to be taken inside the house as
foretold. As it was found necessary to bury him the same day, he was interred
in Harewood Church on August 27th, 1689.
When Ralph Montagu (later 1st Duke of Montagu) was building Montagu

House in Bloomsbury in 1675 he used a French architect, Pierre Puget
(1620—94) and French decorative artists. These included Jacques Rousseau
(1630—93) who worked also at Hampton Court, Baptiste Monnoyer (1634—99)
a distinguished painter of flowers, Charles de la Fosse (1636—1716) and James
Parmentier who later settled at York. Some of these Montagu paintings sur-
vived in the possession of the Duke of Buccleuch at Boughton House, North-
amptonshire, until sold at Christies, November 1st, 1946. They are mentioned
in a 1707 inventory of Montagu House preserved at Boughton.
Parmentier visited England first in 1676. Vertue says that he was high

spirited and that this made him many enemies. Vertue continues "he was
imploy'd under Mr. La Fosse at Ld Mountague House. remaind in here after
Lafosse was returnd to France but not finding imployment to his advantage
in or about London he was invited down into Yorkshire where he painted for
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WIFE OF ARCHBISHOP
VI'AK E

HENRY TH.SON

Oil on canras
5il;ned and daced 1693

FORMERLY IN THE POSSESSION
OF THE DARBY-GRIFFITH

FAMILY

many Noblemen. at Hull an Altar peice the Lord Supper, many portraits R
other works. remaining in those parts for about twenty years he was encouraged
to come to London upon the death of Mr. Laguerre Ano.1721. July".
Parmentier who had worked for Antonio Montingo (Verrio's flower painter),
Pierre Berchet (1659—1720) and Henry Cooke (1642—1700)', seems to have
been in Yorkshire 1'rom about 1700. He painted Thoresby's portrait, now in
the possession ol'he Yorkshire Archaeological Society, and that of the Revd.
Marmaduke Fothcrgill, now in York Minster Library. In the field of mural
painting Vertue noted "at Worksop Mannor ye seat of ye Duke of Norfolks.
The Stair Case finely painted by Parmentiere (his best) 1709".His altar piece
at Hull representing the "Lords Supper which he made a present in gratifica-
tion and acknowledgement to that town or city for that he had met with great
favour and employment having in one year in Painting Portraits only gained
above 300 pounds" is described by E. K. Waterhouse as "deplorable". In
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WILLIAM BLATHWAYT
HENRY TILSON

Oil on canvas

Signed and dated 1691

COLL.
MR. CHRISTOPHER BLATHWAYT

St. Peter's Church at Leeds he painted Moses k Aron giving the tables of
the law" but this work no longer survives. He died in London on December 2nd,
1730, before he could fulfil his intention of returning to Amsterdam to settle
down, and was buried in the churchyard of St. Paul's, Covent Garden. Honour
says that he became the master of Benjamin Wilson, but as Wilson was not
born until 1721 the connection, if any, must have been a very slight one.
The York circle also included John Lambert, the son of the Parliamentarian

Major-General (whose sword is on loan at Temple Newsam House) of whose
work we know nothing, and Thomas Kirk who wrote a treatise on limning
based largely on Nicholas Hilliard's Arte of Limning written about 1600.

Christopher Reynor "face-painter" of York is almost completely unknown
and no examples of his work have yet come to light. In 1735 he was imprisoned
for debt in Ouzebridge Gaol at York and petitioned the 3rd Earl of Carlisle
for his release. The petition is preserved among the Studley Royal papers."
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His son, Christopher, was apprenticed to James Carpenter of York, painter-
stainer, in 1736 and is described as the "son of Christopher Reynor of the
City ofYork, limner".'

similar anonymity surrounds the career of Garret Morphey, an Irish
Catholic who worked in Yorkshire 1686/88 and died in Dublin 1715/16, and
little more is known of the Yorkshire activities of Harman Verelst whose work
is found often in East Anglia.

Lastly there is Henry Tilson (1659—95) whose father was a Yorkshireman
and whose portrait of the wife of Archbishop Wake is illustrated here.'t is
signed and dated 1693 and was formerly in the possession of the Darby-
GriSth family. Wake was made Archbishop of Canterbury in 1716. Tilson,
a pupil of Lely, studied in Italy. In 1685 with the Swedish painter Michael
Dahl, he travelled through Paris to Italy. There he stayed until 1688 returning
to London through Germany. At the age of thirty-six however, as we learn
from Vertue, Tilson shot himself for unrequited love and was buried at St.
Dunstan-in-the-West. His father lived at Rochdale and his grandfather, of
Yorkshire and University College, Oxford, was a Bishop of Elphin. His style
is at once more professional than we can perhaps ever expect from painters
like Parmentier and Comer, should more examples of their work come to light.
Much work is still to be done on the painters mentioned but it is already

clear that Yorkshire was an important centre of artistic patronage in the
seventeenth century. There was indeed a solid tradition behind the employ-
ment of more famous personalities like Vanbrugh, Mercier and Canaletto in
the eighteenth century.

G.W.B.
yfO? ZS

1 Country Life, September 15, 1950.
?'imes Literary Supplement, July 20, 1951.
Country Life, May 13, 1954.

2 Listed by David Piper in Walpole Society, XXXIV.
3 E. K.Waterhouse, Painting in Britain, 1530—1790. p.55.
4 Waterhouse, p.40 quoting Naworth Castle Accounts, Surtees Society, LXVIII (1877), 182 ff.
5 "York Virtuosi" in Apollo, April, 1957. pp.143—5.
6 "Henry Gyles, Glass Painter of York" by John A. Knowles. Walpole Society, XI. pp.47—72.
7 By H. M. Hake. Walpole Society, X. pp.39—69.
8 Vertue. III p.39 (Walpole Society, 1933—4.)
9 La Fosse who had worked for Lord Montagu since 1689 was called back to Paris in 1692 to

undertake the decoration of the Chapel of the Invalides designed by Mansart (A. F. Blunt. Art
and Architecture in France 1500—1700. p.273). William III tried to persuade him to stay to work
at Hampton Court.

10 Cooke travelled in Italy, painted the Choir of New College Chapel, Oxford, and staircases at
Ranelagh House and Lord Carlisle's in Soho Square. He also decorated Sir Godfrey Copley's
Yorkshire house, receiving /150 (Vertue I. p.40).

11 Studley Royal MSS. No. 6008. T16.
12 Register Book of Apprentices, York Reference Library, 1736, p.60.
13 Sold at Padworth Place, 1933. Waterhouse, op. cit. p.110 fn. 14.
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12 CARVED OAR CHIMNEYFIEOE. TI'DOR ROOM, TFMRLE NEWiAM IIOUFE
XVITH CFNI DRY

13 DETAIL OE THE CARVINO

The English Chimneypiece

In 1613 the architect Inigo Jones visited Italy and made a particular study
of the buildings at Vicenza recently erected by the Italian architect, Andrea
Palladio. Fired with enthusiasm he returned to introduce the style and to lay
the corner-stones of a classic tradition in this country. Prior to Jones's Italian
tour English Chimneypieces had been made in oak, stone or plaster. Soon
however a considerable trade in marble was going on between England and
Genoa. The demand rose and Devonshire, Derbyshire and Ireland were found
to be additional sources of supply. The influence of Inigo Jones carried on
long after his death, and his work was to act as a stimulus and pattern to the
Palladian movement initiated in the eighteenth century by Lord Burlington,
Leoni and William Kent.
From this time chimneypieces can be divided into two types, the "simple"

and the "continued". A "simple" chimneypiece which ends at the height of

the mantelshelf was thought to be suitable in a room hung with silk or paper.
The "continued" type, as in the Long Gallery at Temple Newsam House, was
built in two stages reaching to the cornice of the room. The overmantel was
designed to frame a decorative feature such as a picture.
These more elaborate chimneypieces are less familiar than the simple type

and after about 1750 their use was abandoned. Robert Adam and the later
Georgian architects maintained that a chimneypiece in one stage, with the
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14 DETAIL OF THE CAR YINC OV THE CHIMNEYPIECE, BLUE DAMASK ROOM,

TEMPLE NE%'SAM HOUSE. C. 1740

addition of a pier glass if necessary, was adequate for any room. Accordingly
in the gradual change from the Palladian to the neo-classical style in archi-
tecture many pattern-books contain chimneypieces drawn out for carpenters
and other craftsmen to copy. At Claydon, the National Trust property in
Buckinghamshire, the embellishment is carried almost to excess in a fantastic
display of chinoiserie carving by Lightfoot, a little known carpenter-contractor.
The rococo, gothic and chinese tastes were all employed until the return of a
stricter tradition under the Adam brothers.
Turning from Roman to Greek details they lightened the heavier Palladian

style, reduced relief ornamentation and introduced inlaid marbles and a
discreet contrast in colours. At Kedleston in Derbyshire Wedgwood medallions
are inlaid in the chimneypieces. At Temple Newsam House many examples of
chimneypiece or mantelpiece can be seen (chimneypiece is the correct archi-
tectural term; mantelpiece which is alternatively used perhaps refers to the
Victorian fashion of draping the mantelpiece with festoons of velvet).
By the opening of the nineteenth century the increasing attention to Greek

detail had a marked effect upon the chimneypiece. White statuary marble,
with no inlays was used, but by the 1820's the magnificence of the English
chimneypiece was reduced to the duty of supporting clocks, vases and other
ornaments.
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15 GARBED WOOD AND MARBLE GHIMNEYPIEGE,
.(Y. ROOM. TEMPLF. NEWSAM HOUSE F. 1745

BO('GHT, (:ORPORATION F('ND ITITH A GIFT FROM MESSRS. PRATT AND SONS 1948.

Mr. Kerry Downcs has pointed out that in a document at Castle Howard
known as Mrs. Hawksmoor's Bill (containing charges on behalf of her husband)
one item concerns Temple Newsam. This is for "Drawing a Chimney Peice
for Lady Irwin g2. 2. —.and in July 1727 "sent to Castle Howard 3 several
Drawings for a Chimney Peice at Temple Newsham by Leeds $3 3. —.".
Unfortunately this chimneypiece, if ever executed, does not now exist and it
is not possible to connect Hawksmoor's name stylistically with the Long
Gallery chimneypieces, the finest in the house.
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